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Major Objectives of the Research
In the winter of 2021, Mission Research partnered with Scouts Canada to undertake a study to explore prospective program
changes, particularly with respect to the future of its marquee property in Alberta, Camp Woods. A two-phase study was
implemented using a multiple-method approach. Phase 1 comprised a qualitative exploration of members’ perspectives on
Scouts programming in the context of youth camps with a focus on current impressions of Camp Woods. Findings from
Phase 1 were used to inform the second phase of the study which consisted of a representative survey of Scouts’ Alberta
membership. The survey yielded a set of statistically valid and generalizable metrics that provide strategic direction to
Scouts Canada regarding the future of Camp Woods, as well as Scouts’ youth camp programming more broadly.
Phase 1 of the project commenced in February 2021 with the following objectives:
▪
▪
▪

To gain insights into stakeholders’ – i.e., Scouts, Scouters and parents of Scouts – current impressions of the Camp
Woods;
To determine the main reasons for stakeholders’ use or non-use of the Camp Woods property; and,
To explore how stakeholders might re-imagine the nature of Scouts programming in the absence of Camp Woods.

Findings from the first phase of the study were used to inform survey development for Phase 2, the quantitative phase the
research. The major objectives of the second phase of the research were as follows:
▪
▪
▪

To construct a survey instrument that captured key issues and perspectives raised by members in Phase 1 of the
research – i.e., during qualitative focus group discussions;
To undertake a representative survey of Scouts’ membership in Alberta for the purpose of deriving statistically
valid indicators that are generalizable and, in turn, actionable; and,
To identify the direction, magnitude and significance of differences in key metrics across key segments of the
Alberta membership population – i.e., by role (Scouters vs. parents); by Section-level (Beavers, Cubs, Scouts,
Venturers/Rovers), and by Council (Chinook vs. Northern Lights).

To follow is an overview of the methodology and major empirical findings from the each phase of the study.

Major Research Findings, Phase 1 and Phase 2
Methodology
Phase 1 Qualitative
In February 2021, our Director of Qualitative Insights, Robert Hutton, led a total of six focus groups with each of the
following:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cubs (female only) – Edmonton
Scouters and parents of Scouts (mixed gender) – Edmonton
Cubs (male only) – Calgary
Scouters and parents of Scouts (mixed gender) – Calgary
Scouts (mixed gender) – Rest of Alberta
Scouters and parents of Scouts – Rest of Alberta

Groups were conducted online and were comprised of 4 to 6 participants. Each group lasted approximately 90 minutes.
Participants were provided a cash incentive of $80 for their participation.
The discussion guide for the groups was designed using a phenomenological ‘journey’ approach. This approach aims to
identify the origin of meaning for people, namely how impressions, preferences and needs form and become activated in
the presence of specific stimuli. In the context of the present study, of interest was to discover how stakeholders view the
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meaning of Scouts programs in their lives – e.g., the core values promoted by Scouts and their contribution to youth
development needs etc. – and, to explore how specific program elements (including Scouts properties such as Camp
Woods) help to deliver these fundamental values for program participants.
Analysis of the qualitative discussion data was undertaken using a grounded theory approach which allows the data to
‘speak for itself.’ Key themes emergent from the data were compiled into a final report and used to inform construction of
key metrics that could be tested in Phase 2 using a quantitative survey approach.
Phase 2 Quantitative
Drawing on findings from Phase 1, a survey instrument was developed that comprised metrics designed to evaluate the
perceptions and attitudes of members regarding Scouts Canada’s youth camps with a focus on Camp Woods.
A 15-minute survey was undertaken online between June 9 and July 5, 2021 among a total of 676 Scouts Canada members
from Alberta including each of Chinook (n=375) and Northern Lights Councils (n=301); the contact list / sample frame was
provided by Scouts Canada. The response rate for the survey was a robust 21% (676 out of a total of 3,206 valid contacts).
As a guideline for interpreting survey results, a corresponding probability sample of this size would yield a margin of error
of +/-3.5 percentage points, 19 times out of 20 (i.e., at the 95% confidence interval). Stratified analyses (e.g., by role,
Section-level, or Council) yield a larger margin of error due to smaller sample sizes.

Main Findings
Three major theme-areas emerged from the discussion groups:
▪
▪
▪

The deep multi-faceted meaning of the camp experience for youth;
Elements comprising the ideal youth camp experience; and,
Impressions of Camp Woods and the future of Scouts programming.

Qualitative themes provided the major areas for evaluation using the quantitative survey in Phase 2. Hence, for each theme
area, qualitative findings are reported alongside results from the quantitative survey.
The Meaning of the Youth Camp Experience and the Contribution to Personal Growth
Although perspectives varied somewhat across type of respondent (i.e., by age/level, and across participants, parents and
Scouters) several core themes regarding the meaning of youth camp emerged each of which can be subsumed within the broad
category of “self-development.” Core themes were identified as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Learning new life skills;
Taking on new forms of responsibility;
Finding independence and building self-confidence;
Learning resilience and how to ‘push yourself’;
Building co-operative skills for achieving effective team work and collaborative projects;
Opportunities to forge new relationships, lifelong friendships and a general sense of camaraderie.

Qualitative findings generally aligned with the self-development elements that are enumerated within the SPICES framework
which outlines each of the social, physical, intellectual, emotional and spiritual aspects of personal growth. In turn, a total of 10
metrics were derived from the qualitative data to test each element of SPICES; these were as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Learning mentorship / leadership skills and being mentored by others in the program
Helping young people develop resilience in the face of challenges
Teaching young people concrete problem-solving skills and risk management
Help young people learn responsibility and independence
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Learning how to cooperate, collaborate and work as part of a peer-team
Contributing to young people’s physical health, development and wellbeing
Creating a sense of accomplishment from learning a new skill or activity, or progressing to a new skill level
Developing a sense of appreciation of the natural world and a commitment to environmental stewardship
Helping young people develop a sense of adventure and the curiosity to ‘try new things’
Making friends and learning to be respectful and share space with other program participants

Elements were rated along two dimensions: 1) the perceived importance of each to the overall youth camp experience; and, 2)
the performance of Scouts Canada’s youth camps in each area. Rating scales were from 0 to 10 where 0 is “not at all
important” / “performing extremely poorly” and 10 is “extremely important” / “performing extremely well.”
Findings showed that whereas members considered all of the elements “extremely/highly important” (all > 8.0/10), Scouts
Canada achieved a comparable rating for performance on only three of the 10 elements. A SWOT analysis (i.e., Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) found that, based on the correspondence between importance and performance, Scouts
Canada’s youth camps are currently strong in three areas, namely:
▪
▪
▪

Making friends and learning to be respectful and share space with other program participants
Helping young people develop a sense of adventure and the curiosity to ‘try new things’
Developing a sense of appreciation of the natural world and a commitment to environmental stewardship.

On the other hand, there are four areas in which Scouts youth camps are currently underperforming:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Learning how to cooperate, collaborate and work as part of a peer-team
Creating a sense of accomplishment from learning a new skill or activity, or progressing to a new skill level
Help young people learn responsibility and independence
Helping young people develop resilience in the face of challenges

An overview of findings from the analysis is presented in Figure 1.
Figure 1 – SWOT Analysis, Key Youth Camp Elements [SPICES]
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Elements Comprising the Ideal Youth Camp Experience
During the discussion groups it became clear that that the phenomenological aspects of camp – i.e., the core values and
meanings associated with the camp experience – are inextricably linked to the concrete amenities that a youth camp
provides. Key amenities – and their associated activities – were viewed as providing youth with the opportunity to learn
important life skills and increase their self-confidence and sense of independence, each of which make a critical
contribution to greater self-development. Key camp-related amenities identified by respondents in this context were as
follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪

A wooded area for nature walks/forest hikes/time in nature/tenting overnight in the woods;
Precision target activities including archery, tomahawk throwing and pelletry;
Access to a lakefront or body of water for water-based activities including swimming, canoeing, kayaking and
sailing
The presence of large fire-pit with a surrounding seating area or some other type of large communal space (e.g.,
an open field) that can facilitate gatherings and interactions among large groups of camp participants

There was a general consensus among group participants that the ideal camp experience is largely rustic (i.e.,
characterized by “being in nature” or “roughing it”); in turn, aspects of camp such as television or WiFi were for the most
part considered both unnecessary and undesirable. On the other hand, even within a rustic setting, there was strong
support across participants for the notion that a high-quality youth camp has access to “clean running/drinking water.”
Findings from qualitative discussions were used to evaluate the importance of several elements comprising the youth
camp experience using the quantitative survey. A total of 18 camp activities were tested and ranked according to their
relative importance, with importance measured on 0 to 10 scale where 0 is “not at all important” and 10 is “extremely
important.” Results from the survey are presented in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 – Youth Camp Activities, Relative Importance (1)
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Figure 3 – Youth Camp Activities, Relative Importance (2)

As depicted in Figure 3, survey results show that the top-five camp-related activities identified by members were as
follows:

Impressions of Camp Woods and the Future of Scouts Programming
Overall, discussion group participants’ general impression of Camp Woods was that the property has largely “fallen into a
state of disrepair.” This perception, coupled with the travel-distance (i.e., two-plus hours for many, coupled with
frequent hazardous road conditions in the wintertime), was viewed as a major reason for the under-utilization of the
property. In addition, many participants said that the travel distance to Camp Woods makes shorter excursions, such as
weekend camping trips/events “impractical” and/or “not cost effective.”
Still, many participants noted the “unique” or “special” nature of Camp Woods, particularly due to its ability to host
multiple Scouts troops simultaneously (i.e., “jamboree-sized”) as well as the property’s lakefront location. Several
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individuals demonstrated a high degree of emotional attachment to Camp Woods, viewing the property as a kind of
symbol of the types of values and value-led activities that Scouts Canada is known for (e.g., “Camp Woods is definitely a
gem…facilities are rundown but there is still a lot of good stuff for the kids…these are the sorts of things we really need to
preserve.”)
In turn, presented with the idea that Camp Woods could be “replaced by something new” many respondents bristled, taking
the opportunity to articulate long-held grievances regarding how Scouts Canada manages its camp programs/properties.
In particular, in view of divestiture of several high-value properties over the past few years (namely Impeesa, Camp
Gardener, Ernest Poole) many participants were of the impression that “Scouts properties are being widdled away”;
regarding the prospect of losing Camp Woods, one respondent captured the general sentiment among members as follows:
“We’re seeing a lot of properties being taken away…we’ve lost Ernest Poole, now Impeesa is gone…we will really lose out if
lost Camp Woods too.”
Some participants explicitly blamed Scouts Canada for what they perceived as its lack of ability to “effectively manage” its
camp properties; according to one individual: “I’ve seen this time and time again…these camps are allowed to run into the
ground and then they claim it’s too expensive to keep it so they sell it… if they had started from the beginning and had
maintained these camps we wouldn’t be in this situation.”
The erosion of trust toward Scouts Canada that was apparent among some members foregrounds the necessity for Scouts
Canada to be fully transparent in its program planning particularly with respect to the future of Camp Woods. Indeed, many
participants indicated that they would feel more comfortable moving ahead with “re-imagining the Camp Woods program”
if Scouts Canada were to present them with a comprehensive and well-thought out “plan.”
Within the context of re-imagining youth camp programming, participants spoke of the possibility of using the proceeds
from the sale of Camp Woods to “build something smaller,” including the possibility of developing two separate facilities
closer to the major city hubs of Calgary and Edmonton. Participants outside of these cities (e.g., in Fort McMurray) also
liked the idea of having a Scouts-owned and operated facility that they could regularly access. Ideally, each of these new
camp facilities would offer activities and events for Scouts members year-round.
Themes from the discussion regarding the future Camp Woods and Scouts youth camp programming were distilled into a
series of key metrics for evaluation using the member survey. Key survey indicators included the following:
▪

“How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?...
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

▪

“I trust Scouts Canada to do the right thing when it comes to the camps it owns or operates.”
“I would like to have access to a number of smaller Scouts camps that offer a variety of activities and
adventures within a half hour drive.”
“I would like to have access to a large jamboree-sized Scouts camp (capable of hosting 1,000 or more
campers) within a few hours drive.”
“It is important for youth to have a Scouts experience where they can spend time overnight away from
home.”
“Camp experiences are essential to acquiring Outdoor Adventure Skill badge achievements.”
“Scouts camps should have access to water and a variety of water-based activities (e.g., swimming, sailing,
paddling).”
“Scouts has a good track record for maintaining high-quality camp experiences.”
“There are certain activities and experiences that are only available at a Scouts Canada camp facility that
you cannot get at any other youth camp. “

“If you had to choose between the following two options, which one would you most prefer?… access to a number
of smaller Scouts camps that offer a variety of activities and adventures within a half hour drive or access to a large
/ jamboree-sized Scouts camps within a few hours drive.”
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▪

“Keeping in mind factors such as convenience, driving conditions, the cost of transportation and the time
commitment, what is the maximum distance you would be willing to travel to get to a large / jamboree-sized Scouts
Camp based on the time it takes to complete a one-way trip?”

▪

At present Camp Woods is in a condition of some disrepair and requires a greater investment of funds to bring the
property up to a more desirable standard for a youth camp program; however, the amount of money required for
this investment is greater than Scouts Canada currently has access to. Which one of the following is closer to your
view:
o Invest in Camp Woods to keep the property useable though perhaps at a lower standard than what is
desired for a youth camp experience, or,
o Sell Camp Woods and use the money to invest in access to high-quality local youth programs and facilities
that offer a range of skills building equipment, access to trained staff and are easy to get to, so that Scout
sections across Alberta can visit these programs on a regular basis throughout the year?”

▪

One of the possibilities that Scouts Canada is currently considering for extending its youth camp program
experience is developing a series of ‘urban program centres in different cities across Alberta…how likely is it that
you or your child(ren) would participate in these types of specialized “camps in the city” that focus on weeknight
adventures?

▪

Another option for program development is the possibility of forming partnerships with like-minded
organizations that own properties used to provide youth camps…on a scale where zero is ‘not at all appealing’
and 10 is ‘extremely appealing’ overall how appealing do you find the idea of Scouts Canada partnering with likeminded organizations to provide an outdoor camp experience that is accessible to Scouts Sections across the
province?”

Survey results provided the following statistically representative insights into each of the major issues raised during the focus
group discussions regarding Scouts’ youth camp programming. Highlights from the survey are presented in Figure 4 though
Figure 7.
Figure 4 – Scouts Youth Camps, Impressions and Preferences

Survey results found that more than nine in ten members were inclined to agree with four key statements regarding each of: 1)
the importance for youth to have a youth camp experience during which they spend time overnight away from home; 2) the
centrality of camp experiences to acquisition of OAS badge achievements; 3) the desire for access to smaller Scouts camps that
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offer a variety of activities within a half hour drive; and, 4) the importance of Scouts camps providing access to water and a
variety of water-based activities.
As to the issue of trust, seven in ten members agreed that they “trust Scouts Canada to do the right thing when it comes to the
camps it owns or operates” including 37% that said they “strongly trust” Scouts Canada in this regard. Still, it is notable that
almost a third of members (30%) were inclined to disagree with the statement. Stratified analyses revealed a substantial
difference between parents and Scouters on this indicator, with over four in five parents (82%) inclined to agree with the
statement compared to 53% of Scouters.
Presented with the choice of having either access to a number of smaller Scouts camps within a half hour drive versus access to
a large/jamboree-sized Scouts camp within a few hours’ drive, an overwhelming majority of members said that the former is
their preference (Figure 5). As to the amount of travel-time that members are willing to drive to get to a large/jamboree-sized
camp, a majority (60%) indicated that the maximum amount of time they would devote to a one-way trip is less than three
hours.
Figure 5 – Type of Youth Camp Access and Travel Distance

Regarding Camp Woods, members were asked to give their point of view regarding whether Scouts Canada should preserve
and invest in, or sell Camp Woods. Importantly, this choice was presented within the context of the following caveat:
“At present Camp Woods is in a condition of some disrepair and requires a greater investment of funds to bring the
property up to a more desirable for a youth camp program; however, the amount of money required for this investment
is greater than Scouts Canada currently has access to.”
In view of the challenges currently faced by Camp Woods, just over half (53%) of members said that they believe that Scouts
Canada should “invest in” the property to “keep it usable” even if this means that it operates “at a lower standard than
what is desired for a youth camp experience.” The proportion of members who would choose to invest in Camp Woods was
highest among those familiar with the property (i.e., individuals who had at least heard of Camp Woods), as well as those
who are male (70% and 65%, respectively). Findings from this survey question are presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 – The Future of Camp Woods: To Sell or Invest

In view of planning for the future of Scouts programming including youth camps, we asked survey respondents to indicate
how likely they would be to visit “specialized camps in the city” if these were implemented by Scouts Canada. The question
was posed as follows:
“One of the possibilities that Scouts Canada is currently considering for extending its youth camp program experience
is developing a series of ‘urban program centres’ in different cities across Alberta…how likely is it that you or your
child(ren) would participate in these types of specialized “camps in the city” that focus on weeknight adventures?
Findings show that four in five members (81%) are at least “somewhat likely” to utilize these facilities, including nearly one
in four (23%) who are “absolutely certain” in this regard. By contrast, just 15% of members said they would be unlikely to
use/visit these sites.
Likewise in the service of program planning, we also asked members to give their impression of the proposition that Scouts
Canada might form partnerships with like-minded organizations that own properties used to provide youth camps. The
level of appeal for this proposition was measured on a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 is “not at all appealing” and 10 is “extremely
appealing.” Findings showed that over two in three members (70%) found this proposal “extremely appealing” with the
average appeal rating across members at 8.0 out of 10 (i.e., “strongly appealing”). Results for the two program planning
questions are presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 – Urban Program Centres and Prospective Partnerships
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Strategic Implications for Scouts Canada
Overall, qualitative discussions with Scouts Canada stakeholders demonstrated the deep commitment to the program and its
contribution to youth development. While for many, the prospect of losing Camp Woods evoked feelings of concern regarding
the ability of Scouts to preserve its highly value youth camp programs, most participants conceded that the current condition
of Camp Woods, coupled with the travel distance and lack of affordability – especially for large groups – makes increased
utilization of the site unlikely. In turn, most participants could envision an alternative to Camp Woods – e.g., including investing
in multiple, smaller, more accessible sites – as long as these facilities met key criteria, namely: provide youth with opportunities
to develop diverse skills; create mentorship opportunities between younger and older participants by allowing multiple levels
to attend camp events simultaneously; situated within a natural environment that includes a wooded area (and, ideally a
waterfront); and, access to clean drinking water and a some kind of heated enclosure.
Findings from the survey support the notion that there is a strong desire among members for “smaller, more accessible camp
programs;” almost all (92%) of Scouts’ Alberta membership agree with the statement, “I would like to have access to a number
of smaller Scouts camps that offer a variety of activities and adventures within a half hour drive.” Moreover, when presented
with a choice, over four in five members (82%) said they would prefer “access to a number of smaller Scouts camps that offer a
variety of activities and adventures within a half hour drive,” compared to just 18% who said that their preference would be
“access to a large/jamboree-sized camp within a few hours’ drive.” Given membership priorities regarding the kinds of activities
and experiences that a youth camp should provide – access to a natural/treed/wooded area, overnights in nature, clean
drinking water, an fire-pit for large outdoor gatherings and affordability – it is not surprising that the idea of Scouts “partnering
with likeminded organizations that own properties used to provide youth camps” holds strong appeal for members.
Specifically regarding the future of Camp Woods, a small majority of members (53%) said they would like Scouts Canada to
choose to invest in, rather than sell, the Camp Woods property. This finding is aligned with discussion data which demonstrate
a deep emotional commitment to Camp Woods across a substantial segment of Scouts’ membership. Still, the desire to
preserve Camp Woods must be considered in conjunction with other data that demonstrate members’ strong preference for
youth camps that are both accessible and affordable – again, compared to the small majority that would like to preserve Camp
Woods, almost all members agree that they “would like to have access to a number of smaller Scouts camps that offer a variety
of activities and adventures within a half hour drive.” In addition, four in five members (80%) believe that a camp location
which is “close by/easy to get to” constitutes an important feature of this type of program.
Coupled with evidence that shows a high likelihood among members to utilize urban program centres (81% said that they are
at least “somewhat likely” to attend such programs), it is probable that these types of smaller, accessible and affordable youth
camps will ultimately generate both higher level of interest as well as a greater propensity for use among membership relative
to Camp Woods. In fact, taking the impact of COVID into account, survey data show that only 24% of members report that they
or their children have visited Camp Woods within the past three years.
While both qualitative and quantitative data show that members are amenable, and in many cases, even enthusiastic about the
prospect of changes to Scouts’ youth camp programming, it is also evident that members would like more transparency from
Scouts Canada regarding the plan for change as well as its implementation. Focus group data revealed that many members
perceive a lack of transparency from Scouts Canada when making key programming decisions; for example, regarding Scouts
Canada’s divestiture of several high-value properties over the last few years. In turn, survey findings show that a substantial
proportion of members (30%, or almost one in three) lack trust in Scouts Canada to “do the right thing when it comes to the
camps it owns or operates.”
As a consequence, it is highly recommended that Scouts Canada make a clear and deliberate effort to keep stakeholders
informed regarding intentions around for youth camp programming including the likely divestiture of Camp Woods. A
demonstrated commitment to transparency, alongside an openness to stakeholders’ voices regarding the future of Scouts
programming, will help to engender a higher level trust across Scouts’ membership and help to ensure strong participation in
Scouts youth camp programs in the years to come.
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To be sure, the deep commitment among stakeholders to Scouts Canada and the programs, experiences and values that it
imparts to youth was evident from findings of each phase of the research. Four in five members agree that “Scouts Canada has
a good track record for maintaining high-quality camp experiences.” Hence, despite what some members might characterize as
some missteps in camp planning to date, should Scouts Canada demonstrably pivot to a decision-making model based on
transparency, the organization remains in a strong position to leverage support from members in helping to build its vision of
youth camp programming well into the future.
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